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Overview
>

As requested by the Commerce Commission, Chorus submitted its TSLRIC models into the final pricing review processes for
the copper local loop (UCLL / SLU) and broadband access (UBA) services:



the models submitted to the Commission are an evolution of the versions explained to investors on 7 October 2014.
Work has been done to identify more granular real world data on build costs and financial cost allocation. Chorus will
continue to evolve these models and its views to inform the submission and conference process.



the models were developed by Analysys Mason using Chorus’ detailed nationwide network build information and
expertise, including actual cost data from year 3 and 4 of Chorus’ UFB and RBI rollouts, and taking into account
preliminary views from the Commerce Commission (including some that Chorus does not agree with and will remain
matters of submission).



Analysys Mason has conducted similar modelling for regulators in countries such as Australia, Denmark, Norway, France
and the Netherlands.



Analysys Mason will provide a high level overview of the models on 4 December, however there is a separate process for
detailed submissions on the models.

Analysys Mason UCLL/SLU model
The hybrid UCLL model estimates the cost of efficiently
building a copper network in New Zealand today to deliver
the regulated UCLL, SLU and UCLFS services, using an
optimised replacement cost approach and assuming no reuse of assets. The model uses Chorus’ actual asset count,
with an optimisation adjustment

Analysys Mason UBA model
The UBA model estimates the cost of delivering the
UBA service on Chorus’ existing copper network. It
estimates the cost of the electronics on a bottom-up
basis, but uses Chorus’ actual asset counts for civil
works
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The models submitted by Chorus continue to show…

The attractive entry-level UFB
fibre pricing ($37.50 per month
increasing to $42.50 by mid
2019) does not reflect the true
cost of building a nationwide
network.

Rebalancing is required between
Layer 1 (UCLL) and Layer 2 (UBA)
pricing.
SLU pricing is similar to UCLL.
UCLFS pricing should be higher
than UCLL.

70-80% of the costs are in the
civils. Key parameters and data
will generally be the same for a
fibre modelling approach.

A nationwide network valuation of
$16 billion
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Recap on Commission preliminary views and Analysys Mason models
Consistent with the Commission’s preliminary views, the Analysys Mason models assume:
 optimised replacement cost
 scorched node
 no re-use of assets
Key parameters: updated today for each model (see page 6). Data inputs for parameters are generally the same irrespective of whether a hybrid or
bottom-up model is used

Analysys Mason UCLL/SLU model

Analysys Mason UBA model

Service: modelled FTTN copper. This differs from the Commission’s preliminary
view of FTTH and/or fixed wireless as it would not deliver the regulated
services, including cabinetised SLU services, so additional overlays/complexity
would be required.

Service: Modelled UBA service provided today (based on anticipated
throughput in April 2015). Chorus has taken this approach in absence of
Commission guidance on specification of UBA service.

Modern equivalent asset: Modelled copper MEA. As a hybrid model, it uses
Chorus’ actual asset counts as a starting point for a hypothetical network
build. Optimisation and other miscellaneous adjustments have been made to
make it a proxy for a bottom-up model. Commission’s preliminary view is
FTTH plus fixed wireless.

Modern equivalent asset: Model assumes UBA is built using existing UCLL
and SLU services (i.e. is based on Chorus' copper based inputs).
Consistent with the Commission’s preliminary view.

See page 5 for price/valuation outcomes.
Note: SLU prices are slightly higher than UCLL. UCLFS price higher than UCLL.
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Analysys Mason TSLRIC model outputs
> The models produce a view on what it would cost a hypothetical network entrant (HNE) to build a network to deliver
the regulated UBA and UCLL and SLU services. We have also run a second scenario with higher optimisation (20%)
and an additional downside adjustment:

 Current network replacement cost: replacement cost of the existing copper-based UCLL and UBA network
with some optimisation of network assets assumed

 Highly optimised replacement cost: replacement cost of the existing copper-based UCLL and UBA network
with high degrees of potential adjustment reflected for optimisation and sharing

Current network
replacement cost

Highly optimised
replacement cost

Network valuation ~$16bn

Network valuation ~$13bn

~$91 per month

~$75 per month

UCLL ~$74

UCLL ~$60

UBA ~$17^

UBA ~$15^

> The UCLL model produces a SLU price that is slightly higher than the UCLL price, and a UCLFS price that is
higher than both the UCLL and SLU prices

> Chorus is competing with other fixed line and mobile networks and would take that into account if final FPP
pricing was materially above aggregate UBA+UCLL pricing at demerger (i.e. $45.92).

Note: Amounts above are not necessarily additive due to rounding
^ UBA pricing shown assumes Boost is available and that cost allocated to UBA is reduced accordingly
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Parameter

Current network
replacement cost
assumptions

Highly optimised
replacement cost
assumptions

Comment

Optimisation

10%

20%

Chorus’ hybrid model uses Chorus’ existing asset count as a starting point. In a bottom-up model,
an algorithm is used to determine optimised network routes. This adjustment makes the hybrid
model a proxy for a bottom-up model.

Misc adjustment

0%

10%

Miscellaneous other downward adjustments in other assumption(s).

Sharing

5%

10%

Estimated 5% of Chorus distribution network is shared with other utilities in the UCLL model (and
2% in the UBA model). The same sharing constraints (e.g. duct access, access conditions, council
constraints) that Chorus faces with UFB/RBI rollout would apply to an HNE.

Aerial deployment

20%

2% of Chorus actual communal network is aerial (excluding drops). Target of 20% for UFB assumed
nationally. The same constraints that Chorus faces (e.g. access to poles, pole conditions, council
constraints) with UFB/RBI rollout would apply to an HNE. Any increase in aerial assumption implies
an increase in opex, which has not been factored into Chorus’ opex assumptions in the model at
this stage.

Cost allocation
methodology

Connections-based for trenching costs sharing between
copper and UFB, capacity-based for some network elements.
Cost-driver based allocation or equi-proportionate mark up
for non-network costs.

Simple and transparent allocation method, and consistent with indicative Commission views.
Chorus has used expert knowledge of direct and causal cost drivers to allocate network and nonnetwork costs into granular cost categories.

Depreciation

Demand adjusted tilted annuity.

Conventional technique for price smoothing and recovery of efficient costs over time.

Opex

Chorus opex with appropriate allocation to UCLL and UBA
with some adjustments for optimisation purposes.

In Denmark, the incumbent’s opex costs were used as the starting point. Some optimisation has
been applied (e.g. actual property space & electricity requirements for an MEA).

Demand

Chorus copper demand – flat.
Chorus UBA penetration and throughput – forecast.

Conventional TSLRIC approach to use incumbent demand. The Commission’s assumption of flat
demand has been adopted for copper subscribers. However, Chorus’ view is that demand should
take account of actual network demand (e.g. recognise migration to other LFC and mobile
networks).

UBA throughput

300 kbps average.

Average throughput per user on Chorus network anticipated for April (when FPP scheduled to
complete). Increased from 230kbps which was August actual usage.

WACC

8.1% (post-tax nominal).

Consistent with Chorus’ current WACC; analyst views and other local fibre companies higher.
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Build parameters based on detailed network & cost
information
> The network build parameters in the models are based on Chorus’ detailed network build information and expertise,
and recent cost information. This includes:



ensuring regional variability is accounted for by analysing conditions that drive cost in each of the ~700
exchange areas (e.g. soil conditions, density, traffic conditions) and extrapolating from actual Year 3 and 4
UFB and RBI cost data to comparable exchange areas (Auckland and Wellington cost information was ringfenced as these high cost areas were not comparable to other areas)



based on the network build information, the models assume that 80% of underground deployment is drilled
(generally the cheapest option, as reinstatement is not required)



taking Chorus’ actual UFB aerial cost information from Dunedin, Greymouth and Levin and extrapolating this to
20% aerial deployment target



including Chorus’ contracted future UFB lead-in costs (excluding the cost of the ONT and ONT installation).
This includes lead-in development costs, reinstatement costs, right of way compliance costs and MDU
backbone costs

> The build parameters (and other parameters) in Chorus’ hybrid models are relevant whether you are building a
copper or fibre model. A small number of adjustments would be required in a fibre model, such as:



Adding back in the cost of the ONT and ONT installation



Assuming narrower trenches for fibre close to the exchange

> We would expect these adjustments to broadly balance out and for a fibre model to produce outputs in the same
ballpark as copper.
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Network valuation sense checks

Current network
replacement cost

Highly optimised
replacement cost

Chorus FPP analysis
 Replacement cost for UCLL + UBA assets only
 Range shows valuation from Highly optimised replacement

cost analysis to Current network replacement cost analysis

Telecom 2010 op sep valuation







2010 op sep accounting replacement cost valuation for
access services group – did not include UBA electronics
pre-dated FTTN/RBI and trenching cost increases

Lines companies
Use a depreciated value (ODV/DORC) so optimised
replacement cost value would be higher
Excludes equivalent of Chorus Layer 2 assets and
Transpower assets
Commission info disclosure data indicates $8.98b RAB in
2011 increased to ~$9.6b in 2013
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Disclaimer
Forward-Looking Statements
> This presentation may contain forward-looking statements regarding future events and the future financial performance of Chorus, including forward looking
statements regarding industry trends, regulation and the regulatory environment, strategies, capital expenditure, valuations, the construction of the UFB
network, possible business initiatives, credit ratings and future financial and operational performance. These forward-looking statements are not guarantees
or predictions of future performance, and involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, many of which are beyond Chorus’ control, and
which may cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed in the statements contained in this presentation. No representation, warranty or
undertaking, express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy or completeness of the information contained, referred to or reflected in this
presentation, or any information provided orally or in writing in connection with it. Please read this presentation in the wider context of material previously
published by Chorus and released through the NZX and ASX.
> Except as required by law or the NZX Main Board and ASX listing rules, Chorus is not under any obligation to update this presentation at any time after its
release, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
> The information in this presentation should be read in conjunction with Chorus’ audited consolidated financial statements for the year ended 30 June 2014.
Not an offer of securities
> None of the information contained in this presentation constitutes an offer of, or a proposal or an invitation to make an offer of, any security (and, in
particular, does not constitute an offer of securities in the United States of America or to, or for the account or benefit of, U.S. persons (as defined in
Regulation S under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended). Distribution of this presentation (including an electronic copy) may be restricted by law and, if
you come into possession of it, you should observe any such restrictions. These materials are provided for information purposes only.
Investment Advice
> This presentation does not constitute investment advice or a securities recommendation and has not taken into account any particular investor’s investment
objectives or other circumstances. Investors are encouraged to make an independent assessment of Chorus.
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